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Abstract 

Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) with dual-balanced detection (DBD) for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
enhancement is developed. The dual-balanced detection in the SD-OCT system inherently achieves two-fold increase of the 
interested signal amplitude, minimizes the common background noise and suppresses artifacts by combining two phase-opposed 
interferometric spectra obtained simultaneously in comparison to unbalanced detection configuration, resulting in a significant 
SNR increase and dc elimination performance. Two interferometric spectrum were captured using a dual-line CCD through the 
same spectrometer optics. This new design is of lower cost compared with the dual CCD design. The feasibility and validity of this 
SD-OCT system with dual-balanced detection are demonstrated by experimental measurement of a 95% reflector. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of Symposium 2015 ICMAT. 
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1. Introduction  

With its excellent performance in high resolution, high speed and non-invasive property, SD-OCT has been 
exhaustively studied and broadly applied in clinical ophthalmology and endoscopy imaging, achieving a dominant 
position for biomedical imaging, especially for transparent and turbid tissue. Though SD-OCT was first reported in 
1995 [1] and elaborated in detail by three different groups [2-4], it provided a significant advantage in signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) over time domain optical coherent radar (TDOCT), which scans the reference arm to perform A-scans [5]. 
The SNR advantage has been realized in vivo retinal imaging [6], 3D volumetric imaging [7], ultra-high resolution 
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imaging [8, 9], and Doppler blood flow determination in the human retina [10, 11]. Dual-balanced detection is of great 
value in many application with the need for increased SNR [12]. In this study, SD-OCT with DBD for SNR 
enhancement is developed. The DBD in the SD-OCT system inherently achieves two-fold increase of the interested 
signal amplitude, minimizes the common background noise and suppresses some artifacts by combining two 
interferometric spectrum with π phase difference obtained simultaneously. Two interferometric spectrums are captured 
using a three-line CCD through the same spectrometer optics. This new design is of lower cost compared with the dual 
single-line CCD design.  

2. System Configuration and Theory 

 

Fig. 1. System configuration with DBD. L1–L6, lens; BS1–BS2, beam splitters; RM, reference mirror; CH1-2, fiber channels; channel SMF, 
single mode fiber; VGA, v-groove array; G, grating; CL, camera link cable; IMAQ, image acquisition; PC, personal computer; AO, analog 

output; GS, galvo scanner. 

The optical setup of SD-OCT system with dual-balance detection is depicted in Fig. 1, which is based on a 
Michelson interferometer. The output of broad band light source (Exalos Ultra-Broadband EBS4C32) offering a 3dB 
spectral bandwidth of 938-1105 nm is collimated by lens L1 (AC050-010-B-ML, Thorlabs Inc.), and then split into a 
sample arm and a reference arm by a 50:50 (R:T) non-polarizing cube beam splitter BS1 (BS011, 700-1100 nm, 
Thorlabs Inc.). The reference and sample arm light is collimated by an objective lens L2 (AC127-030-B-ML, Thorlabs 
Inc.) and L5 (AC127-030-B-ML, Thorlabs Inc.), respectively. Inside the beam splitter BS1, the field that is reflected 
experiences a 90° phase shift compared to the field that is transmitted. The second and third non-polarizing cube beam 
splitter BS2 and BS3 (BS029, 700-1100 nm, Thorlabs Inc.) are placed before and after the Michelson interferometer 
to balance the spectral power density of the light beam backscattered from the sample arm and reflected from the 
reference arm. Two collimation lens L3 and L4 (AC050-010-B-ML, Thorlabs Inc.) simultaneously acquire two 
different interference signals which are distinguished by a phase difference of π. Then signals are guided into VGA 
(VGA-8-250, OZ OPTICS) by two single mode fibers marked as channel 1 and 2. After collimated by L6 (AC127-
030-B-ML, Thorlabs Inc.), signals from CH1 and CH2 are both projected into the spectrometer, which is composed 
of a diffraction grating (PING-Sample-020, Ibsen Photonics Inc.), a camera lens (Zeiss 50 mm f/1.4D), and the three-
line CCD camera (ELIIXA 3V, e2V Inc.). The detected signals are digitized at 12-bit resolution and transferred to 
personal computer via camera link cable and an image acquisition board (KBN-PCE-CL4-F, Bitflow). The timing of 
triggering signals generated by personal computer is precisely controlled, and used to synchronize the camera for 
image capture and the glove scanner (GVSM002/M, Thorlabs Inc.) for sample scan, respectively. 

In classical theory of OCT, the detected interference signal in k-space, including direct-current (DC) term, cross-
correlation (CC) term, and auto-correlation (AC) term, can be expressed in simplified formulation. 
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( ) ( )cos(2 )SDI k DC a z knz dz AC                                (1) 

where SD means single detection, ( )a z is the amplitude of backscattering from the sample tissue at depth of z . n is 

the refractive index of the sample tissue. DC term is a pathlength-independent bias, and its amplitude is proportional 
to the sum of the power from reference and sample arms. CC term which encode depth-resolved information is 
necessary component for OCT imaging. AC term is composed of all the interference signal between different sample 
tissue depths, and served as artifact in OCT imaging. 

The DBD in the SD-OCT system inherently achieves two-fold increase of the interested signal amplitude and 
minimizes the common background noise by combining two interferometric spectrums with π phase difference 
obtained simultaneously. The differential signal can be donated as  

( ) 2 ( )cos(2 )DBDI k a z knz dz                                 (2) 

SNR with SD and DBD configuration can be denoted in dB as  
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where refN is the number of electrons in a single pixel generated by reference arm light, and samN is the total number 

of electrons over a single pixel array generated by sample arm light returning from a 100% mirror. 2
receiverN , 2

shotN and
2
RINN are the CCD receiver moise, and the numbers of electrons generated by shot noise and relative intensity noise. 

With comparison to unbalanced detection configuration, DBD results in at least 3 dB SNR increase. 

3. Signal Analysis 

a b

c d
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Fig. 2. (a) Original interference fringes from CH1 (blue curve) and CH2 (red curve). (b) Original interference fringes from CH1 (blue curve) and 
CH2 (red curve) divided by their background respectively. (c) Fringes achieved with DBD configuration. (d) The depth resolved signals after 

FFT from SD-OCT with SD (red curve) and DBD (black curve) configuration respectively.  
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  The original interference fringes acquired simultaneously from CH1 and CH2 are depicted in Fig. 2(a). Since SD-
OCT system with DBD configuration require two idential spectrum which are distinguished with a phase difference 
of π. First, the background spectrum are achieved by averaging 512 alines of the reference arm spectrum. Every 
spectrum is divided by their background spectrum, and shown in Fig. 2(b). It is obvious that there is a π phase 
difference between CH1 and CH2. To ensure point-to-point correspondence in k space, we resample from λ to k space 
by linear interpolation. The DBD signal achieved by subtracting fringes in CH2 from CH1 is shown in Fig. 2(c). The 
interested signal increased with two-fold, and DC terms and some artifacts are both suppressed to a great extent to get 
a higher SNR. Then the depth resolved signals after FFT from SD-OCT with SD and DBD configuration respectively 
are presented in Fig. 2(4), in which the peak at zero is due to the autocorrelation. It is obvious that DBD results in a 
significant SNR increase of ~2.9 and DC suppression of ~30 dB with comparison to unbalanced detection 
configuration. 

4. Conclusion 

  In the experiment, the optimum π phase difference between fringes in CH1 and CH2 can be hardly achieved due to high 
modulation frequency when resolving a deeper depth. Under this condition, the RIN noise in fringes can not be eliminated, which 
results in that the SNR enhancement is less than 3 dB. Further modification of auto-calibration method for wavelength 
correspondence of every single pixel in two channels is necessary. In conclusion, this new design with single spectrometer is of 
lower cost compared with the dual CCD design. The SNR enhancement performance of this SD-OCT system with DBD 
configuration has been experimentally demonstrated. 
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